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What we found
Monitoring Month 2017 covered more than 380
debates with over 1,700 speakers. This is up
from almost 300 debates in 2015, meaning we
are covering more Brussels events than ever.

it. We crunched the numbers and the proportion of male speakers rose to 71% with women
representing less than one-third of all speakers. All-male panels also rose from 24% to 31%.

This year 33.8% of speakers were women, This is the second year we looked at ethnic divercompared to 34% in 2016. This means there sity. On a positive note, 11.4% of all speakers were
has been no improvement over the past year. non-white compared to 7% in 2016, though a single event, European Development Days, accounts
While all-male panels have slightly increased for nearly 93% of this 11.5%. This means that
since last year, representing almost one-quar- more than 99% of speakers are white when we
ter of the panels we looked at, we observed exclude the best performing event in terms of ethno significant change in the number of ma- nic diversity. Overall, just 5 panels were fully nonjority female panels and all-female panels. white and 20 had a majority of non-white speakers.

Here’s the thing: Brussels panels are full of buzzwords like “smart solutions”, “the
future is now”, and “harnessing opportunities”, but many still fail to innovate speaker
line-ups and provide a platform for women to share their expertise in a broad range
of fields, such as technology, energy, climate change, health, finance and sustainable
growth. Can we afford to talk about the future of Europe without women?

While we wait for the future, political debates at the heart of Europe continue to tell
women that they live in a man’s world. Men are still the leaders and experts in Brussels
when we look at panel events. Some sectors in particular appear to refuse to embrace
diversity.
Brussels needs to wake up to the fact that women, especially minority women and
women of colour, face multiple challenges: biases in hiring and career advancement
practices, gender pay gap, politics of maternity and paternity leave, organisational or
company culture, online misogyny, and cultural double standards. All of these help to
make it easier to pass over women as thinkers, change-makers, and ultimately, panellists.

EUPanelWatch is a campaign that draws attention to the lack of speaker diversity at EU events. A core activity is collecting the numbers that allow us to understand where we stand. Every June, a team of dedicated
panel watchers and helpful volunteers undertake Monitoring Month to take a closer look at gender representation and diversity on panels and in debates taking place in Brussels across a number of EU policy sectors.
Every year, our data helps us understand how far we have come and how far we still have to go.

Only 11% of observed panels were gender- When we looked at the relationship between modbalanced; the same proportion as last year. erators and all-male panels, we found that, contrary
to what one might believe – that a female moderaWhile the percentage of majority male panels tor is used to “cover” an all-male panel, two-thirds
slightly decreased from 47% to 45% since 2016, of all-male panels also have a male moderator.
the change seems to have been entirely absorbed
by the slight increase in all-male panels with all This year, all-female panels discussed labour
other categories showing no signs of change or rights, gender equality, social dialogue, Sustainable
improvement. This is not an encouraging sign. Development Goals, and the digital economy. On
European Development Days, a two-day forum or- the other hand, all-male panels addressed energy
ganised by the European Commission with many sustainability, agriculture, food systems and food
partners, was the best performing event in 2016, security, pensions, investment, big data, digitalisaboth in terms of gender and ethnic diversity. Be- tion of banks, populism, Brexit, Palestine, displacecause it performed so well, we decided to look at ment, democratic transitions and much, much
what would happen to our results if we removed more. It’s time all voices are heard on all topics.

Composition of panels

Report card

However, if we take out European Development Days, the percentage drops significantly to
32.7%, performing worse than the Trade, investment, competitiveness, consumers, internal market, business, budget, tax, financial affairs sector.

Best sector for ethnic diversity is Education
and culture with non-white panellists making up 32% of all speakers, followed by the Development, aid, migration, neighbourhood and
Employment, justice, health, equality and social affairs sectors respectively. Both had approximately one-fifth of non-white speakers.

Worst sector for gender balance and ethnic diversity is Foreign Affairs, which featured only 24.6%
of female speakers – less than a quarter – and no
non-white speakers, making it the least accessible
and least inclusive policy area in the Euro-bubble.
Encouragingly, last year’s worst sector, Energy,
climate, environment, transport and industry,
slightly improved its track record of all-male and
mostly-male panels. This year, 29.5% of panellists were women, surpassing the Agriculture,
regional issues, fisheries, maritime affairs sector.

Best event goes to European Development Days, hosted by the European Commission and various partners, for 43.7%
female and 33.5% non-white speakers.

Worst event goes to Sustainable Energy
Interestingly, the three sectors that had the high- Week, also a European Commission initiaest representation of non-white speakers also tive, for an unprecedented 18 all-male panels.
did relatively well in terms of gender balance.
This would suggest that sectors sensitive to Runner-up for worst event is Finance for Innovation:
questions of diversity and inclusivity incor- Towards the ETS Innovation Fund, also organised by
porate these concerns on multiple fronts. the European Commission, for an absurdly imbalanced debate with 9 male and 1 female panellists.
Nevertheless, Trade, investment, competitiveness, Egmont Institute also deserves a notable menconsumers, internal market, business, budget, tax, tion in this section as it organised 3 events,
financial affairs which came in second for gen- but invited only 1 woman to speak – all
der equality did not do as well in ethnic diversity. other speakers at their events were men.

Composition of speakers

Summary findings

Best sector for gender balance is (for the
third year) Employment, justice, health,
equality and social affairs with 45.8% female speakers, falling short of last year’s 53%.

Why this is an issue

What the results mean
This year’s results indicate no change since 2016
in proportion of women speakers. We were disappointed to find that in more than two-thirds of debates men still represented all or the majority of
speakers. The proportion of women speakers even
marginally decreased by at least 0.2% since last year.

It’s exclusion and Development Days inclusion in
this year’s Monitoring Month represents an important finding because it raises an uncomfortable
question: is Brussels even less inclusive than
our June results would indicate at first glance?

What it also demonstrates is that, when organisers do make concerted efforts to represent or take advantage of diversity within their
fields, it really makes a difference. Events like
European Development Days are exemplary
for their commitment to creating new platforms which can bring diverse voices to the taWhat we also discovered is that diversity begets di- ble and other event organisers should follow.
versity. Event organisers that ignore gender diversity also fail to invite experts with diverse racial, eth- However, not enough people are making a
nic or religious backgrounds to speak at their events. genuine effort toward more diverse debate.
While the proportion of women panellists inWhat we did see this year is a slight increase in creased from 2015 to 2016, our numbers
non-white speakers.
Further intersectional seem to indicate that Brussels event organisanalysis would need to be undertaken to find out ers have lost steam and interest in improvto what extent women of colour or minority back- ing the representation of women at their events.
grounds are being included in Brussels debates.
Clearly, EU institutions, organisations and comWe were surprised to find that European Develop- panies have failed to prioritise gender equality in
ment Days has a significant impact on the overall their own projects, internal organisational strucproportion of women speakers in Brussels. Had ture, procedures, and human resources. For that
European Development Days fallen on any other reason, we encourage all political, economic, culmonth, our results could have looked different tural and social actors, especially those working in
with troubling implications for both women and the poorly-performing Communications and techethnic or racial minorities in Europe. Moreover, nology, Agriculture and Foreign Affairs sectors, to
the European Business Summit, which took place proactively work toward inclusivity by dedicating
in May instead of June this year, has in the past time, expertise and resources to reach this goal.
been an incredibly poor performer on diversity.
Considering that most all-male panels also
had a male moderator, it is clear that if
event organisers do not see a problem with
an all-male panel, they also show no interest in having “at least” a female moderator.

Gender inequality remains deeply entrenched in
European policy-making, despite all the talk of innovation and breakthrough ideas. While Brussels
experts speak of inclusion and other admirable
ambitions, the trends we see show an opposing reality. Brussels may be trying to grapple with new
topics, but the experts debating them often aren’t.

Whether they are debating sustainable development or the future of food, debates remain dominated by an unrepresentative group of speakers.
Too often panels look more like a gentlemen’s club
– successful men agreeing with each other about
how things are or how they should be, rather than a
meeting of the minds on issues of real importance.

Despite the increasing presence of women in the
workplace, gaps between men and women still
exist due to a combination of biases and barriers. These include: hostile work environments,
negative stereotypes about women in leadership,
wage gaps, uneven opportunities for advancement, lack of female role models, lack of support from mentors, and poor work-life balance.

These workplace challenges make women, especially women of colour, less likely to become politicians, ministers, CEOs, board members, union
leaders or professors. When event organisers only
invite speakers from the highest levels, it reinforces biases and lack of role models in leadership.
However, healthy democracies include the political participation of women, people with disabilities, and ethnic, racial and religious minorities
– and not just on paper. Don’t we all win from diverse and fresh perspectives in places of power?

Panel discussions are meant to inform the
wider public about ground-breaking research and political developments, but their
tired format has left even the most enthusiastic event-goers bored and unexcited.
Uniform debates just aren’t good enough when
the future of Europe still remains uncertain.
Age-old inequalities have produced a disengaged populace that is anxious about the future
and disillusioned by Brussels; a distant, impersonal and controlling bureaucratic centre. The
answer to this challenge is to not reproduce
the same debates with the same people, who
aren’t even representative of European society.

If the professional arena were a game of snakes
and ladders, there would certainly be more
snakes than ladders when women played the
game, even though women earn the major- We need to see uniform debates for what
ity of university degrees and more women they are: abnormal, outdated and ineffiare in the workforce today than ever before. cient, despite their stubborn dominance.

What YOU can do
10 steps toward diverse debate for event organisers

We know events are a lot of work, but putting in some extra effort pays off. The best debates happen when
organisers are not complacent and events are set up as a real give-and-take between diverse speakers and
a diverse audience – with quality moderators. Diversity needs consistent prioritising. Your efforts will be
noticed and recognised.

Step 1
Acknowledge the challenge. Find resources on our website.

Step 2
Start an internal – and sometimes difficult – discussion on diversity of ethnicity, gender, age, ability
and ideas at your next staff meeting.
Step 3
Set some easy goals:

NEVER organise an all-male panel – we don’t agree with “there is no such thing as bad publicity”. There is no
good way to spin manels.
Introduce new voices – don’t be scared to get out of your bubble.
Don’t pick speakers purely based on their professional title – with fewer women at the highest levels, it is
also more difficult to ensure gender balance if you only want the CEO to speak.

Step 4
Ask yourself and your team, how do you plan to reach your goals? Devise a concrete plan for gender
and diversity mainstreaming. Diversity takes work, each and every day.

Step 5
Before sending out speaker invitations, make sure everyone is on the same page. Difficulties in guaranteeing speaker diversity often emerge when members, clients or partners set the agenda, provide
speakers or finance events. Your task is to communicate the value of more diversity before event
organisation starts.

Audience

Tweet from events, especially with photos, both the good and the bad, tag event organisers and us @
EUPanelWatch and use the hashtags #wherearethewomen #diversedebate and #allmalepanels.

Speakers

Ask the organiser or whoever invites you how they’ve considered diversity. If it’s not satisfactory –
certainly if it’s an all-male panel – decline the speaking opportunity.

Moderators

Be strict about time and ensure that female and male panellists are getting equal amount of speaking time. If men speak for too long, interrupt their co-panellists, engage in mansplaining or any
other rude behaviour, make sure to call them out. All panellists should be respected and have an
opportunity to have their say.

Employers

Empower younger professionals to speak. There are more men in higher ranks, and as a result, a
greater opportunity for men to speak at events instead of women. By encouraging younger professionals to speak, you also help move more diversity to the top.

Women

Do not wait for invitations – ask to speak (men do this!)

Men

Say no – refuse to be part of all-male panels. Take a pledge and stick to it.

Step 6
Remember that the best speakers are engaging, dynamic, inspiring, open-minded critical thinkers
who speak authentically and with conviction.
Step 7
Raise diversity with your speakers and audience before and during the event. Spread the love for
diversity!

Step 8
Ask your audience to evaluate your event. Don’t forget to record who attends your events. Are only
men showing up? Are only men asking questions? Ask yourself why.

Step 9
At the end of the work year, monitor your progress and identify challenges. Re-do Step 1, Step 2 and
Step 3 in order to devise a plan to overcome your specific set of challenges.

Step 10
Don’t forget to pat yourself on the back for organising gender equal and diverse debates. You helped
break a glass ceiling. You rock!

A note on methodology
We only count debates with three or more speakers and do not include moderators as they are not
there
to
give
opinions
or
arguments.
The figures were compiled by volunteers with a common understanding of the task but without supervision. The authors
collated the figures in their spare time. As a result, there may
be some minor errors - we make no claims of perfection!
The month of June was chosen due to its busy
event schedule and number of large events that attract speakers and participants from across Europe.

Thank you to our volunteers!
Barbara, Anna Lee , Kai, Rida, Sandra
and Jade.
And thanks to our other supporters and
everyone active on Twitter!

www.eupanelwatch.com
@EUPanelWatch

